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Current students are connected on the go
◦ Unlimited and instantaneous access to
information
Students want to know: WHY…
◦ do they need to know X?
◦ will this skill help me with Y?
What is the relevance of the content


Challenge for students to appreciate and be
active participants in courses



Traditional information transmission model
◦
◦
◦
◦

1. course objectives
2. course material
3. assessment

The focus is on what and how of the process
WHY
How

What

First, explain what the course is
about, then how the course will be
conducted, and finally why the
student may need the information.

Inspiring leaders start with
WHY
and work their way out.

WHY
How

Only after the instructor
has students excited about
the content, and they know
how they will benefit or
gain, will the instructor
share the course details/
features and benefits.

What








It’s not enough to tell students they will use
this information or skill in their future.
They want to know WHY
They need to be inspired and believe
Example: Math as a tool for social justice in
an inner city neighborhood with an AIDS/drug
crisis




Examples from the book:
Wright brothers vs. Samuel Pierpont Langley
◦ Wrights believed in possibilities; Langley wanted
fame




Apple – a culture, challenge status quo
Dr. Martin Luther King’s I have a dream
speech
 Not I have a plan…




Bill Gates, help people fulfill potential
Southwest Airlines, freedom for all, not just
wealthy to travel by air







When people TRUST you, they believe, and
will follow or participate with commitment
Leaders create the right environment because they
feel it is imperative to and have the capacity to do the
right thing. These successful leaders accomplish this
by creating feelings of trust and cooperation.

Sinek repeats throughout, “People don’t buy what
you do or have, they buy why you do it”. Their goal
is to do business with others who have what they
believe in.



In your role at work,
◦
◦
◦
◦



What motivates you?
Why do you do things the way you do?
Who inspires you?
How do you inspire others?

Do you have a sense of purpose?
◦ Vision statement
◦ Mission statement



In your classes
◦ Do you teach with a purpose?
◦ Do your students have a clear picture of the process
AND the end point?
◦ What could you do to make your purpose more
clear?
◦ Help your students believe or buy in to your
purpose?









Take some time to think about your answers, and
how you may answer a student’s question “Why…”

Are you consistent with your vision, mission, purpose
and practice?
Yes, we all get frustrated, and this is “a job”, but it is
also one we are passionate about and care for the
students.
Pausing to consider some of this information will
hopefully, result in more engaged students who are
more active and willing participants in your classes!
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